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Situation um 2015.

Paul Ludwig Troost: Haus der Kunst (1933-37).
Adolf-Hitler-Geburtshaus, Braunau am Inn (Foto um 2014).
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In the last couple of years, attacks on Slavoj Žižek multiply from different sources. Politically, he was condemned for his position on Donald Trump, for his critique of the humanitarian approach to refugees, for his more nuanced approach to LGBT+ movement, etc. In the space of psychoanalysis, Lacanians around Jacques-Alain Miller started a ferocious campaign against Žižek, denouncing him as a fraud. In the space of philosophy, new forms of realism ("object-oriented-ontology") reject Žižek's thought as still rooted in transcendental subjectivity. Attacks on Žižek are often characterized by an almost unheard-of personal brutality (Chomsky, the campaign to "erase" Žižek from public space), and they are also accompanied by Žižek's growing exclusion from public media - one can no longer read his comments and columns in LRB, Guardian, In These Times, etc.

Instead of getting caught in petty personal exchanges, the question should be raised: which are the real stakes of this ongoing conflict? What does it imply philosophically and politically? The idea is to invite Žižek's colleagues and his critics to engage with different aspects of the emergence of Žižek as a problematic and divisive figure, and then to allow Žižek himself to reply to the collected texts. Such an issue of IJZS could play a very important role since it will render visible the main antagonisms that traverse today's philosophy and Leftist thought.

Should you be interested in submitting a paper please quote “CFP: WHAT WENT WRONG WITH ŽIŽEK?” and send Abstract to the IJZS.
Slavoj Žižek.
Žižek suggests the cruciform combination of two axes: “universality versus patriotic belonging” and “capitalism versus leftist anti-capitalism”...
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The new head of Zaha Hadid Architects, longtime partner Patrik Schumacher, has come under fire for comments that some of Dame Hadid’s closest confidants say don’t mesh with the Pritzker winner’s beliefs.
Zaha Hadid Architects: 666 Fifth Avenue
(for Jared Kushner and the Kushner family; 2017).
Patrik Schumacher
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Imre Makovecz (1935-2007).

On Ágnes Heller and György Konrá – and their Jewishness: “I can’t leave it out, even if I stand on my head. They always have something to criticize the Hungarian nation for; they have a superiority complex; they live with the idea of being the chosen people.”

Imre Makovecz (1935-2007).
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Botho Strauss House (north of Berlin).
“I would rather live in a dying but vital nation [Volk] than in one that is being rejuvenated by being mixed together with foreign peoples, primarily on the basis of economic and demographic speculation.”

Botho Strauss, „The last German“ (2015)
Botho Strauss House (north of Berlin).

Foto: Joachim Bessing.
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Völkische Siedler/innen im ländlichen Raum
Basiswissen und Handlungsstrategien

AMADEU | ANTONIO | STIFTUNG

Initiativen für Zivilgesellschaft und Demokratische Kultur

Klaber, Germany.
Dorfgemeinschaft Jamel (Deutschlandradio/Silke Hasselmann)
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„Thing“-Haus der NPD in Grevesmühlen. Foto: Otto Belina
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For sale: Karl-Heinz Hoffmanns Schloss Kohren-Salis.
Rittergut Schnellroda, Germany (Foto: Erik Niedling).
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Rittergut Nöbeditz, Germany (Property of AfD politician André Poggenburg).
Da dieses Plakat auf eine Idee von mir zurückgeht, freut mich das Urteil des Stuttgarter Landgerichts ganz besonders. Mit nichtsdestotrotz hochachtungsvollen Grüßen an den Prinzen von Preußen, Marc Jongen
http://www.swr.de/.../did=17042398/nid=1622/1ve04zv/index.html

Streit um Wahlplakate: AfD darf mit Burg Hohenzollern werben | Baden-Württemberg | Nachrichten

Die AfD darf im Landtagswahlkampf in Baden-Württemberg mit der Burg Hohenzollern werben. Das hat das Landgericht Stuttgart entschieden. Das Haus...
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Elbphilharmonie zehnmal teurer als geplant
Steuerverschwendung muss strafbar werden!
Auch dies ein Zeichen für eine konservative Wende?
Wir glauben - JA!

Harte Zeiten für Anhänger moderner Architektur
Von Berlin bis Duisburg: In Deutschland wird rekonstruiert wie seit der Nachkriegszeit nicht mehr. Überall kehren historische Bauwerke ins Stadtbild zurück. Harte Zeiten für die Moderne.
WELT.DE  BY RAINER HAUBRICH
MAXIMILIAN ZECH zu den wichtigsten, traditionalistisch orientierten Architekten in Deutschland:

Architektur der Tradition II

In seinem ersten Beitrag über Gegenentwürfe zur Bauhaus-Moderne stellte Maximilian Zech den „New Urbanism“ vor. Nun stehen die namhaftesten traditione...
Garnisonskirche, Reconstruction project, Potsdam.
Wiederaufbau der Potsdamer Garnisonkirche muss gesichert werden!

»Selbstverständlich muss sich der Bund finanziell am Wiederaufbau dieses bedeutenden Bauwerks beteiligen, das aus der Geschichte des Landes Brandenburg nicht wegzudenken ist.

Die Linkspartei begibt sich erneut in eine geistige Traditionslinie mit dem SED-Staat!«

Andreas Kalbitz
Stellv. Fraktionsvorsitzender

Garnisonskirche, Reconstruction project, Potsdam.
Peter Eisenman: Holocaust Memorial, Berlin.
André Poggenburg (AfD): “ugly aesthetics”...

“You could put something else there that would take up less space and have far more atmosphere.”
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Casa Pound: a political party since 2013.
La Testa di Ferro bookstore, Rome.

Learning from Casa Pound...

Kontrakultur-Haus, Halle, Adam-Kuckhoff-Str. 16.
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Les Brigandes
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Le Pen flat, Paris (bombed on 2\textsuperscript{nd} of November, 1976).
Le Pen's Villa Montretout (8 Parc de Montretout, F-92210 Saint-Cloud, Paris).
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Headquarters

- Located in Hayden Lake, Idaho
- "International Headquarters of the White Race"
- 20 acres – hosted festivals
- Patrolled by armed guards and dogs
- Remote from possible intrusions from law enforcement
- Provided an atmosphere of rugged outdoors that complimented most visitors sense of survivalist and separatist
Headquarters

complimented most visitors sense of survivalist and separatist
Robert E. Lee Sculpture, Charlottesville (1917/1924–).
Robert E. Lee Sculpture, Charlottesville (1917/1924–).

National Policy Institute Website, with the Corinthian columns of the United States Supreme Court in Washington (architect: Cass Gilbert, 1935).

United States Supreme Court in Washington (architect: Cass Gilbert, 1935).
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Björn Höcke House, Bornhagen.
Höcke House (back), with the ZPS-„Holocaust Memorial“ under construction.
A pared-down version of Berlin's Holocaust memorial is seen next to the home (background) of Björn Höcke, a senior member of the anti-immigrant Alternative for Germany, in the village of Bornhagen on Nov. 22, 2017. (Kai Pfaffenbach/Reuters)
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